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III„ INTRODUCTIGN

The convarsiom of electrical energy fvam alternating to direct curß

rent is of primary importance in the field mf electricity„ Electrical
energy is generated and transmitted almost sxclusivcly aa alteruating

A current in the United States today, However, this energy is not all used
as such for there are many applications for which direct current is either
required or pref6rred„ Large amoumüs of direct current are used in the
elactrochemical, minimg, transporäation, and other i¤dustries„

Although some of this dir6ct—current is generated at the site, a much
greater part is purchased from pawer companies amd co¤ve?ted„ The ccnver~
sion is ordinarily accomplishcd with cithew roüaüing machinery or electronic

rectifiars, that is, YOÜ&l§’COHVG?€8FS or m@rcury»arc rectifiars. The
choice between ühese two iä made wm the ba6i6 of initial cost; efficiamcy
of operation, mamauvarabiliüy, cost af maintenance, reliabiliäyß resultant

efficiency cf load dmvices, raaulüamt cost mf maintenance of load devices?Q
and personal prejudiccc ·

The mercury»&rc'rectifi@rs uwe of two typeswmthe multiauode, steel
_ta¤k rcctifiers amd the separate~m¤it rectiixer tub¤s„ Et is possible for
the s6parate«unit ycctifiar tubcs to have a Lower &PC*VOlt&g@ drop amd they
are consequemtly more efficient than the mulüiamcde type„ This advantage
has produced a trend fer replacememt of the multiamods types with S€ß&P&t@“
unit rectifier tubes„ One of the first of @1626 a6parat@—uuit m6rcu?y—arc

, rectifier äubes was the ignitro¤„ The initial development of the igmitrom
was done by hr. J; Slepian and hir., L. R., Luciwig f·:>:<· the Elcctrie;

. Corporation in 19331, and the ignitvom has gaincd in populariüy for heavy
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duty rectifier service steadily. At present, there are large numbers of

ignitrcn rectifiers in use„ The electrochemieal, mining, and transpcr—

tation companies are particularly large users and have hundreds of _

ignitron recifier units in serviceog

In order to aid in the determination of the merits of mercury·arc

rectifiers, it is necessary that the quality of the rectified output be

4 determined„ when an alternating current is rectified, the output is a

periodically·varying, unidirectional current, An-analysis of the quality

r of the output includes a determination of the average value and the number

and magnitudes of the harmonics of the power frequency that are present„

E It is because cf the presence of these harmonic frequencies that there

has been some dissatisfaction with polyphase rectifiers. The presence of

large harmonic currents in a machine rectifier load would increase hysteresie

and eddy current losses and consequently reduce the efficiency of the

machinec _This reduction in efficiency should, of course, be charged tc the

rectifier„
T —
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IV. THE REVIEw OF LITERATURE

Slepian and Ludwigß developed the ignitor in 1933 and from their

work stemmed the separate-unit rectifier tube industry. The ignitron

with its ignitor electrode to initiate the arc is used to supply direct

current power to large capacity loads. '6

”
A. VOLTAGE CONTROL NETHODS:

6

The ignitrons require a special ignitor circuit to initiate the

cathode of an 8PC• Several ignitor circuits have been developed to fire

the tube at_the proper time and control the output voltage of the ignitron

rectifier.
6

During the ignitron development stages, a capacitor·thyratron circuit
. exeited from a transformer whose primary was connected across the ignitron

was used fbr arc·initiation.h Thyratron firing was determined through the

use of a phase shifter. A simplification of this procedure placed the

thyratron alone directly across the ignitrone this is referred to as
V r

main·anode firing.5 The thyratron firing is used to control the ignition

time according to the thyratron bias,·which is determined externally.
A

In 1939,_K1emperer6 developed an ignitron firing circuit which·elimi¤

nated the necessity for a thyratron. His circuit was the original one to

use a saturating reactor for an ignitor circuit. In 19Ll when myers and

Cox? surveyed the various ignitron firing circuits, they listed four main
types. They included the main—anode thyratron circuit, a capacitor·

thyratron cireuit, the saturating reactor type firing circuit, and a

rotating impulse generator·as the primary methods used to fire ignitrons.
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Subsequently, Mittag and Schmidtß show in a paper of l9L2 several circuits

which are also of the saturating reactor type„
r

The voltage control methods of the previous paragraphs were all de-

signed to control the output voltage by controlling the firing time of the

ignitrons„ To obtain a wide range of voltage control, a circuit has been

devised for use in the aluminum industry which uses autotransformers with

no load taps, load-ratio control, and firing angle control all togetheroq

The losses are higher because of the larger core needed_for load·ratio

control„1O The voltage was determined approximately by the choice of the

no load tap on the autotransformer„ Load—ratio control is used to obtain

L voltages between the available no load tap voltages. Firing angle control

serves only to balance the tube loads in this rectifier„

,4 B. HECTIFIER HAVEFORMS

The principle of rectification and the analysis of rectified voltages

is not unique to the controlled rectiiier field„ The tremendous amounts
of power handled and the heavy-duty loads supplied did give rise to some

new problems. Two of the chief problems are telephone interference and

motor heating due to harmonics„ll
r

Telephone interference is of importance where the rectifier load is

the principal load on the power lines„l2 The interference my be reduced

by using a larger number of phases or interconnecting six phase groups

with phase shifting transformers and combining delta to star and star to

delta connectionsela Marti and Taylorlh give tables_of line hanmonics

L measured under varicus conditions for rectifier groups and their con·

elusions indicate a preference for a large.number of phases and intere

connection of phaseeshifted unitso This problem is confined to the cases
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in which telephone lines are exposed to power lines whose principal load [
is rectifiers,

The quality of rectified voltage is of interest in each rectifier 8

installation, The direct voltage and current relations have been deter—
”

mined by Puchlowskilß for controlled rectifiers with inductive loads,
These quantities are readily determined for continuous rectifier current
but are more involved when the firing delay becomes so large that the rec-
tifiers do not conduct eontinuously, The_back emf developed by the induce
tive load then becomes a part of the load voltage determinations, Puchlowski
includes calculations for continuous and discontinuous current and solves
the problem of locating the angle of extinction for inductive loads, The
detennination of the harmonics present in the load voltage has been limited
to the case in which there is no firing delay, The values of these hare

monics may be feund in any textebook, The effect cf firing delay on
— harmonics has been neglectedo ‘
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V, THE INVESTIGATION

A, OBJECT OF INVESTIGATION
The object of this investigation was to determine the Variation of

direct Voltage and harmonic voltages for several polyphase rectifier cir—
A cuits as a function of the amount of Voltage control, This information was

desired to establish a mathematical basis for comparison of controlled
mercuryearc rectifiers with other methods of conversion, ”

B, METHOD OF PROCEOURE g
‘

§§g,§Qgg, The investigation of the output of Various polyphase recti·
fier circuits was pursued along analytical lines, The output Voltage waVe—

' form was detemnined as a function of the firing angle, This waveform was
A analysed by a Fourier series analysis to determine the direct Voltage and

the principal harmonics, The values of these harmonics were calculated
for successive firing angles and the ratio of the peak Value of the harmonic
to the direct Voltage determined, Tables and curves were then prepared
to show these ripple factors against a wide range of direct output Voltage,
These calculations were done for three phase, six phase, and twelve phase
rectifiers in each case determining harmonics up to and including the
twenty·fourth harmonic of the supply frequency, These Voltage calculations
would apply for continuous rectifier conduction or discontinuous conduction
with a pure resistance load, Inductive effects of transformer leakage
reactance were assumed to have a negligible effect and the calculated
rectified direct Voltage included the Voltage drop which would appear
across the tube, A breadboard circuit of thyratronxwas prepared to obtain
some degree of justification of the assumed conditions and calculated results,



Calculations. The calculations distinquish between continuous and

discontinueus current but in both categories the results of the Fourier

analysis may be applied to three, six, or twelve phase. In the app1i— _

cation, though, attention must be paid to the different limits of firing

angle for each number of phases.

g A three phase rectifier will fire at the 30 degree point of each of

the sine waves if there is no firing delay. without firing delay each

tube will begin to conduct as soon as its anode becomes more positive

than the other two and will stop conduction as soon as another anode

becomes the most positive anode. Each tube, then, conducts for one-third

of a period of the power frequency. The lowest harmonic frequency in

the rectified voltage is three times the supply frequency. when firing

delay is introduced, the third harmonic is still the lowest frequency

present in the rectified voltage but its value changes with the angle of

delay. The firing may be delayed to the 60 degree point of each sine

wave before the current becomes discontinuous. with greater delay, there

1 will be regular periods of zero current when two anodes are negative and

” the third positive but not yet fired.
U

The six phase rectifier with no firing delay will fire at the

60 degree point of each sine wave and conduct for one—sixth of the period

l of the supply frequency. The lowestiharmonicffrequency present in a

six phase rectifier is, then, the sixth harmonic of the supply frequency.

The firing in a six phase rectifier may be delayed to the 120 degree

„ point of the sine waves before the current becomes discontinuous. The

twelve phase rectifier with no firing delay has each anode beginning
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conduction on the 75 degree oint of its sine wave. The firing may be

delayed to the 150 degree point before conduction becomes discontinuous.

The lowest frequency present in the output of the twelve phase rectifier

is the twelfth harmonic of the supply frequency.

To determine the direct component of the output for continuous

current, the output of one tube was integrated over its period of conduc-

tion and divided by the period of conduction. The period of conduction

A —for a rectifier is 2TT divided by the number of phases, since each phase

conducts once during a period of the supply frequency. The direct component

is, then, found as fbllows: ‘_
’/

= ————· wi"ÄE;gk éaép,
Jjf

é? Gb! ) v
where: p ¤ number of phases '

re : Emsinwt = rectified Voltage for this interval
Q ; angle of firing of sine wave "

Em : maximum of impressed alternating Voltage

This becomes:
T

g e-. E..... 0066 -— Coggéw az?¢WC. ég}j' 7* f

p When the current becomes discontinuous, each tube eeases to conduct

when its Voltage becomes zero which occurs at'U'radians. The direct vole

tage for discontinuous conduction is then found by changing the upper

limit of integration from 9+ @$.7 to 7T. The direct Voltage for

discontinuous conduction is:

Z77” ‘
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The harmonics present will be integral multiples of the number of

phases.
‘In

the Fourier series there will be in general both sine and

cosine terms for each harmonic frequency. The coefficients of the sine

terms are determined as follows:

/ .

g y -1T

and the coefficients of the cosine terms:
. ° 7,' Q

r 5,-;y

where: e ¤ the rectified voltage

N e number of the harmonic
Since N will be a multiple of the number cf phases, sin Nwt and

cosNwt will be repeated identically during each_anode cenduction period.

It is, therefore, necessary to integrate only over one anode conduction
2

period and multiply the result by the number of phases. The coefficients

-may_be detennined for the continuous current range as follows:2 1 ° é9+*EF°
gpE„,·

77”
es , .

and I 2
E · ‘

[5;/ ==«6

The results of this integration give the following expression fer
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the coefficients in the continuous current range of firing angles:

öQ*osß+·?;,—’{7·- C°O5@£?·/· /VCOS/VG)
I

Ü ·g/7ß*and_

77-//Va/)
_ ‘

f'··$//)The

coefficient of the N'th harmonic is then the square root of
the sum of the squaree of the sine and cosine coefficients., This co-
efficient is: T

__ 2(7/v " V AM *5vz

which, upon substitution, becomes

2 ffgd A
2 _ -

2
_Ü" 7;'?,7?.'}) gQ<>·‘/@*’?—,;·]T)·c'o.s@‘§*+11/§[$"’é’“F‘7To

find the harmonic voltages in the discontinuous current range
there is again the change of the upper limit of integration.

I P ' u ‘
ZtAM = ...7;.,5;n8
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IT .
E-' ·5,; ; ¤.‘i..c·· sp;/wi) ms Wa?) dä?) u y7/'

8

give the coefficients of the N'th harmonic sine and cosine terms for dis-

COI'ltinuOuS current88:^’

rr/;v=-0 n y

and

BA; é
A pgp; ..
/g/S/7;%/=-1)n

The magnitude of the N'th harmonic term is then:

. E- 2
l

2 ·-0 0056 —2a¤5,27~r+ßn 4%/4%)^'

CosßlqTheseexpressions for Edc, Edc', Cnand were used, to calculate
the direct voltage and the harmonic content of polyphase rectifiers for

various firing angles. The calculations were made for as many firing angles

as were necessary to determine the character of the curves.

Verification. Invorder to show that the large harmonics calculated

could actually be 'present a bread board circuit of FG-8lA thyratrons was
used in the laboratory. A bank of one Kva transformers was connected
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delta to zigzag to supply anode Voltage and a fourth winding of each trans-

former was used across a resistance-capacitance circuit to obtain firing

control. The results of this test are shown in tabular and curve form with
the analytical results. A General Radio wave analyzer was used to determine

u the magnitudes of the harmenics present.
I

I:. u.·asuL·1·s A
The results of calculations of the harmonic contents as a function

hof the firing delay are displayed in both tabular and curve form. The

curves are plotted as ripple factors versus percent of maximum direct

current load Voltage. Ripple factor is calculated as the ratio of the peak

Value of the harmonic Voltage to the direct rectified Voltage. Table I

and Curve I show the effect of small direct load Voltage changes brought

about by small delays of the firing angle. One-hundred percent direct load

Voltage is the load Voltage expected with no firing delay. The ripple
·

factors increase rapidly with the delay of the firing angle. The sixth

harmonic, which is the lowest frequency and largest magnitude harmonic in

a six phase rectifier, increases from 5.7 percent for no firing delay to

21.75 Percent for enough delay to give a fifteen percent decrease in load

Voltage. It has doubled its ripple factor in a delay sufficient to give

about three percent reduction in load Voltage.

The Variation of ripple factors for larger delays of firing is shown

in Curves 2, 3, A and Tables II, III, and IV. The irregular increase of

ripple factors beyond the continuous current delay is obvious in all three

curves. These Variations are due to the harmonic sine and cosine terms of
the last term for the harmonic component for the discontinuous current case.
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These ripple factors approach two hundred percent for very lcw load volt— V

ages, that is, large delay angles.
·Curve6 shows the relationship between the abscissa of the other

curves and firing delay angle. This firing delay angle is not the equiva—
lent of Q the firing angle, but is the firing angle minus the lowest firing
angle possible for the number of phases. The firing delay angle for a
three phase rectifier is the·firing angle minus 30 degrees; the firing
delay angle for a six phase rectifier is the firing angle minus 60 degrees;
and the firing delay angle for a twelve phase rectifier is the firing angle
minus 75 degrees. For all three rectifier circuits, the firing angle must ·

be delayed about 3l degrees to get a fifteen percent reduction in output
voltage.

The results of the experimental observations are recorded in Table V
and plotted in part in Curve 5. These results substantially confirm the
calculated values for the same type rectifier in Table A and Curve A. In
the measured values, the tube drop is not included in the output voltage.
Because of differences in the control characteristics of the tubes, it is
possible that the rectified output does not consist of balanced tube outputs.
In spite of these shortcomings, the calculated results are checked quite
closely by the experimental data.
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KTABLE II. Effect of Delayed Firing Voltage Control on Ripple Factors

C in Six Phase Rectifier

O UC LOAD $/27*/,/ 7/7l/VELFTH /F/G//7“-'F/£·’^/T 7W/5/V/7-/—T0#9 1/0./.TAGE7
Q 59/. 5.,., Q

.93
E ,939 93.9 2,22 /3.-2 42/- 6.3 6.22 4./ 626 8./
@@ 666 3./9 .666 6.06 96 6.5 /6.6 4.6
/00 .766 766 3.94 294 275 ,4.2 //.6 94 /4.7 6.7
//0 ,643 64.3 4.65 4/.4 .9.2 20.0 /3.8 /3.5 /8.4 /0,0
/20 ,.500 50.0 52/ 59.5 /0.4 29./ /.515 /9.3 20.8 /4,5
7.9.79 ,... ...,9

--

9.9.9

--

9/.6 /6:4/2=·< -222 /2-6
---

/2/ 22-2
--

/225 ,39/ ,39/ 546 80.0 /0..,57 325 /9./ /20/26- -357 -3577

----

/2-7 2-2.6

--
/3/.25 .34/ 34./ 9-83 40-4 /2/ /207
/,3.5: ,293 29.3 .5130 /03.5 5.53 40.7 //.7 24.7 /8.0 2/.4
/38.75 ,246 24.8 235 4/.5

_

/68 23.6/26- .62/ //-2 26-2KK/42.5* .207 2,0,7 4.6/ /27.5 6,35 43.0 /48 24.8
/45 ./8/ /5./
*38*8/46.25./69 /6.9 49.6 /2.4 256
/50. ./34 /3.4 3.34 /.5/ 6.03 63.0 9.20 42.4 /2.0 3/.2
/.*13,75 ,/03 /0.3 602 8/.8 //.7 39.769; •Ö9¢ 9.4 1111 6.79 44.0 K1
/57.5 ,976 76 6,2,0 /73 5.70 /05 9.24 42.3
/60. .066 0-20 90-0

.053 53 4.85 /28. 6-75 4*0
,665 _03,, 3,4 /./6 /95 3.73 /54. 584 /06. 6.34 64.6

_
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TABLE III. Effect of Delayed Firing Voltage Control on RippleFactorsin

Twelve Phase Rectifier

.06 /. O/ID
VOL TAGE ,4//1 /?/V10/V/C HA RMO/V/C

5 ,4 % <> =‘
5

€«5M
5 éäm/ NEdtR

6 6gm O gg., O -5;;;** 0é/ E-7_j'

[_ 056 /00 /. 056 A4 t AO36 , 35

_90 /. 000 ,966 3. 37 4. 6 618/ 2,4

/ 05 396 86,5 6. 28 9.8 /.6.5 48

/20 . 762 70.6 88/ /6,8 / 71 6 8.4

/35 , 5/8 .50. 0 /0. 7 29.0 2/.4 /4,4

/50 . 268 259 /2. O 626 24 0 3/.2

[ 55 . /88 /8. 2 //.3 84 O 22.4 4A5

/60 ,/20 //.6 /0.4 /Z/.2 /52 44/
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VI, DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A

The principal·control methods-now·used to control the output of rec-

tifiers control the firing angle of the rectifier tubes. The firing angle

may be controllediautomatically°in order to maintain a constant load Volt-

age or it may be controlled manually for setting the load Voltage at

different values, This operation Varies the firing angle of the rectifier

tubes and consequently varies the harmonic content of the rectified output,

In automatic Voltage control, the harmonic content may be increased

four or five times over is minimum value, This minimum harmonic content
occurs under conditions of no firing delay. When the Voltage is adjusted

manually, the firing delays may be even greater than those encountered in

automatic control, The ripple factors resulting from this Variation in

output Voltage are shown in the results of this investigation,
’ If the autotransformer, load-ratio control method is used to obtain

Voltage Variation over a wide range, the ripple factors are larger, even

then, than the minimum, The delayed firing is used in this method, to

maintain tube balance, and five to six percent delayed firing Voltage

reductipn will most likely be necessary to keep a sufficient leeway for
balancing the tube loads. py · V

The no delay firing results are, of course, identical with those
commnly attributed to the polyphase rectifiers, These ripple factors l

are very optimistic as the results of this investigation indicate,

Actual ripple factors in nearly all cases where controlled rectifiers are

used will be much greater than these minimum figures,

__ l...„..._............................................................................«
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The large delay of firing necessary to bring about an appreciable
change in the rectified voltage is clearly indicated in Curve 6. This is
true for three, six and twelve phase and since the rectified voltage is
a cosine function, the results would be very similar, regardless of the

number of phases. An increase in the number of phases will not bring a

decrease in the amount of delay necessary to reduce the rectified voltage

a specified amount. p
The advantage of an increased number of phases lies in the fact that

only higher harmonics are present. The ripple factor of the twelfth har-

monic, for instance, is almost the same for three, six and twelve phase
_ for the same reduction in load voltage. In the twelve phase rectifier,

the twelfth harmonic is the lowest frequency and greatest magnitude

harmonic, whereas in six and three phase rectifiers, there are lower

frequencies with larger magnitudes. Even in a twelve phase rectifier,

firing delay will produce ripple factors of annoying magnitude. A
twenty·five percent voltage reduction by firing delay in a twelve phase

r

rectifier will produce a fifteen percent ripple factor.
The results of these calculations have been plotted as ripple factors

versus percent of maximum load voltage. This should facilitate their use
in determining ripple factors since in most rectifiers the firing angle

is obscure and the load voltage readily ascertained. For values of _

· ripple factor within the continuous current range, the load currents may ·
be determined from a knowledge of the load impedance.

r
The race that these results are indicated as being for three phase,

six phase, and twelve phase in generalization of actual circuit arrange-
ment. The application of these results to a specific circuit arrangement
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would be made accerding to the nature of the output. Specifically, if

I
three phase circuits are used, but through interconnection on the load
side of the transformers, the resultant rectified wave is that of a. twelve

I
phase reetifier. The results

éto
be followed are those indicated as for

Ia twelve phase rectifier.
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VII. CQNCLUSIONS

The values of ripple factor ordinarily specified for the harmonics
of a polyphase rectifier are: twenty—five percent for the third, 5.7 per-
cent for the sixth, 2.5 percent for the ninth, l.h percent for the twelfth,
etc. From the calculated results of this investigation, it is apparent that
for controlled rsctifiers these figures are no indication of the actual
ripple factors existing. The actual ripple factors may be determined for
specific firing delays by use of the curves prepared in this investigation.

The efficiency of load equiment and the cost of maintenance of load
equipment are two cf the bases for comparing methods of conversion. These
conditions can only be fairly predicted from a knowledge of the actual
quality of the rectified waveform. A prediction of these quantities,
then, may be based on the results of this investigation. The final com-
parison of controlled mercury—arc rectifiers and other methods of conver-
sion will not be made in this investigation. Such a comparison depends
upon the type of load, the amount of voltage control necessary, the rec-
tifier circuit employed, and the individual characteristics of the load
device. These are all determined only in an actual application.

In order to operate a polyphase rectifier with the smallest harmonic
content possible, the firing delay should be as low as possible. For a
wide~range of voltage control, it may be advantageous to use control
methods such as load-ratio control if the load device is sensitive to the
large harmonics produced by extrem. delay of firing. It is, however,
possible to obtain wide-range voltage control with firing delay alone when
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the quality_ of the rectified output is of seoondary importance to the

expense of the additional veltage control equipment•
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VIII. SUHMARY

The controlled polyphase rectifiers in current use employ delayed

firing in some degree to obtain_voltage control. Delayed firing in-
creases the harmonic content of the rectified voltage to such_an extent
that the harmonics determined without firing delay are insignificant.
The harmonic content which exists is displayed in the results of this

A investigation. These results are the foundation for analysing the

suitability of a particular rectifier circuit for a given application.
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